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Twill is a digital-first healthcare company shortening the  
distance between need and care by putting each person’s  
needs and preferences at the center of their healthcare  
experience.


Twill weaves together highly engaging condition or population  
based communities, digital therapeutics, human coaching and 
telebehavioral health with clinician-trained AI to deliver  
Sequences™. These are fully configurable, scientifically 
designed, digital-first solutions that support the care journey 
for specific medical conditions. Sequences are designed to 
work seamlessly with third party services and a customer’s 
existing digital solutions, enhancing personalization and 
engagement to create a more personal, precise and 
connected healthcare journey.


Twill does this for pharmaceutical companies, health plans, 
jumbo employers, and those they serve, covering more than 
25 million lives and is culturally localized in 10 languages.

About Twill
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Healthcare costs are 149%
higher among individuals with
unrecognized symptoms of
depression

link

Identifying the economic burden of the
“silent” mental health epidemic


01

Our analysis highlights
the potential of early
identification of and
support for depression
to result in healthcare
cost reductions

Q1 Q4Q3Q2

https://www.businesswire.com/news/home/20220207005186/en/Healthcare-Costs-Are-149-Higher-Among-Individuals-With-Unrecognized-Symptoms-of-Depression-New-Happify-Health-Analysis-Finds


Published January 2022 link

Twill survey:  
Gaps in member 
digital healthcare 
journeys

Point solutions are the largest barrier  
to the digital transformation of health

02

We are honored to be  
named to 

 for the  
second year in a row

NYC Digital  
Health 100

03

NYC Digital Health 100 is comprised of an 
incredibly diverse set of companies and 
leaders who are working to innovate and 
solve some of the most complex challenges 
across all facets of the healthcare 
ecosystem.”

“

Bunny Ellerin  
Co-founder and CEO of NYCHBL


linkPublished February 1

Q1 Q4Q3Q2

https://landing.twill.health/hubfs/MQL%20Downloads/HappifyHealth-GAPS-Survey-Download.pdf
https://blog.twill.health/newsroom/happify-health-named-to-nyc-digital-health-100


link

06

Twill goes live 
with our care 
community for 
pregnancy

The industry got to know us as The Intelligent 
Healing Company, with Chris Wasden’s presentation 
on Precision Care at DTx West

05

Intelligent Healing  
delivers Precision Care

Commercializing prescription digital 
therapeutics in Asia with Zuellig Pharma

04

Expanding our impact in Asia, and 
delivering Precision Care at scale

Q1 Q4Q3Q2

Published March 9 Watch

Chris Wasden 
Chief Strategy Officer of Twill


Published March 14

The COVID-19 pandemic has substantially  
increased the prevalence and incidence of Major 
Depressive Disorder, Generalized Anxiety Disorder, 
and chronic insomnia, and we look forward to 
providing non-pharmacological therapies as 
another treatment option for those suffering, 
regardless of their location.”

“

link

https://www.instagram.com/twill_pregnancy/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Cd1psvSepp8
https://blog.twill.health/newsroom/happify-health-and-zuellig-pharma-partner-to-commercialize-prescription-digital-therapeutics-in-asia


l nk

Murray Zucker, M.D.

Chief Medical Officer of Twill

This new analysis is important because it
suggests that

, and should be a part
of any psoriasis care plan.”

digital interventions… can have
a significant—and positive—impact on tho e
suffering with psoriasis

“

Published April 7

New hope for psoriasis sufferers07

Research shows the impact
of digital interventions to

in people with
psoriasis

improve anxiety symptoms
& well-being

Q1 Q2 Q4Q3

https://blog.twill.health/newsroom/happify-health-research-shows-impact-of-digital-interventions-to-improve-anxiety-symptoms-well-being-in-psoriasis-patients


Our partnership… is about improving every 
aspect of the pregnancy experience—whether  
it pertains to physical or behavioral health—and 
meeting all the various needs of moms.”

“

Published June 7 link
Bridging the gap between the unique physical and 
mental health concerns pregnant Americans face


08

In June we were chosen  
by 

 to offer a 
new digital-first solution  
to support the maternal 
health journey

one of the largest health 
plans in the US,

Q1 Q2 Q4Q3

https://www.businesswire.com/news/home/20220607005042/en/Anthem-Inc.-Aims-to-Enhance-Maternal-Health-with-New-Digital-First-Solution


June continued to be a strong month for 
in care for psoriasis and for MS

partnership, 
with two new alliances 

09

Teaming up with Almirall to 
support those with psoriasis

Published June 13 link

Collaborating with Biogen  
to serve people with MS

Published June 22 link

Q1 Q2 Q4Q3

https://www.almirall.com/newsroom/news/happify-health-and-almirall-go-live-with-digital-solution-to-support-psoriasis-patients
https://investors.biogen.com/news-releases/news-release-details/biogen-and-happify-health-collaborate-support-multiple-sclerosis


Midway through 2022, 
Happify Health became 

10

Q1 Q3Q2 Q4



For more on the rebrand, learn 
about How Happify Health became 
Twill in conversation with Ofer 
Leidner and Megan Callahan

Published July 14

Ofer Leidner  
Co-founder and President  
of Twill


Megan Callahan  
Chief Operating Officer 
of Twill


Watch

link

Weaving a new  
path as Twill

Published July 12

As we’ve grown to deliver care to more communities,  
the disconnectedness of our industry in addressing 
mental health along with physical health challenges  
has become abundantly clear. Instead of contributing to 
this problem, 

As we’ve shifted our focus toward weaving together 
solutions that better support the whole person in the 
care journey, 

we saw an opportunity to take a different 
approach, one where we could make the meaningful 
connections between technology and humanity, body 
& mind, and need & care. 


we wanted a name that better matched 
our mission: to make healing more intelligent.”

“

Tomer Ben-Kiki 
Co-founder and CEO of Twill


Q1 Q3Q2 Q4

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Gg7HOPorpSE
https://www.businesswire.com/news/home/20220712005043/en/Happify-Health-Weaves-a-New-Path-as-Twill-the-Intelligent-Healing-Company%E2%84%A2


Twill launches live coaching Launch of text-to-speech audio articles11 12

Partnership with YourCoach  
expands access to accredited  
live health coaches

Published July 21

Articles become 
more accessible, 
with added text-
to-speech audio 
functionality

link

Q1 Q3Q2 Q4

https://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/yourcoach-health-and-twill-partner-to-expand-access-to-accredited-live-health-coaches-301590682.html?utm_campaign=Mental%20Health%20Sequence&utm_content=224109368&utm_medium=social&utm_source=linkedin&hss_channel=lcp-3155228


Sequences weave together the  
disparate strands of care into fully 
configurable, scientifically designed, 
digital-first solutions

Published August 2022
Watch

Introducing Sequences™13

Our fifth community

14

Rounding out our Twill Care launches of 
2022, we introduce our newest community, 
focused on well-being

Weaving together a simpler, more comprehensive, 
and connected approach to digital-first healthcare

Sequences

Q1 Q3Q2 Q4

https://vimeo.com/745573589/fba355c4ad


Amazonians gain 24/7 access
to mental health care

Twill provides
to Amazon employees

mental health
support

15

Published October 13

Dr. Chris DeCou 
Head of Global Behavioral Health at Amazon


Mental health is important for everyone, and  
it impacts each one of us differently. We are
inventing and building every day on behalf of
employees to ensure they all have access to
mental health resources that work for them.”

“

Q1 Q3Q2 Q4

link

https://www.aboutamazon.com/news/workplace/6-new-mental-health-benefits-and-resources-for-amazon-employees


Our Sequence for Mental Health includes  
well-being support, a Twill Care community,  
live coaching, and more

SEQUENCE
FOR MENTAL HEALTH

26%
improvement
in depression and 
anxiety symptoms over 
an 8 week period

A study of Twill 
products showed active 
users experienced a

Q1 Q3Q2 Q4



Q1 Q3Q2 Q4

New research

17

Evolving the therapeutic
experience

16

Therapeutic intelligence
enables more emotional
check-ins and personalized
meditations

link

The effects of digital well-being
intervention on older adults

Published September 2

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/36053569/


1,000 Americans
shared their stories.

We listened—and
you should too.

Read the full study

Real stories.
Real issues.


This is 
pregnancy, 
no filter.

linkPublished November 3

Research sheds light 
on the mental health 
challenges surrounding
pregnancy

Our new research started a  
long overdue conversation  
about the realities of the mental
health challenges surrounding
pregnancy

18

The Invisible Weight of Pregnancy

Q1 Q3 Q4Q2

https://landing.twill.health/hubfs/The%20Invisible%20Weight/The_Invisible_Weight.pdf
https://www.businesswire.com/news/home/20221103005497/en/New-Research-Sheds-Light-on-Mental-Health-Crisis-Around-Pregnancy
https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/the-invisible-weight/id1651476994
https://open.spotify.com/show/1QUJVCNtmoYEw4sjtzLBHf?si=516a7964d8bd44fc&nd=1


Q1 Q3 Q4Q2

link

Taylor, our Therapeutic 
Assistant, launches in 
Spanish

21

Winter Tech Watch II

Twill makes the list of 16 New 
York City Companies to Track

20

Published December 14

Telebehavioral health 
offering deepens with  
e-Psychiatry partnership

19

Published November 9 link

https://www.builtinnyc.com/2022/12/14/winter-tech-watch-ii-16-new-york-city-companies-track
https://blog.twill.health/newsroom/twill-epsychiatry-partnership


1 in 5 women experience 
mental health symptoms 
during pregnancy, or in 
the first year following 
pregnancy

Check out our Pregnancy Sequence link

Bond is a non-prescription 
digital therapeutic that 
provides self-guided 
support for those who are 
pregnant and postpartum 
to manage stress and 
symptoms of anxiety and 
depression


Q1 Q3 Q4Q2

Twill launches the Pregnancy Sequence22

With the introduction of 
Bond, we 

 to 
improve the care journey for 
pregnant and postpartum 
Medicaid beneficiaries

launched our 
Pregnancy Sequence

FOR PREGNANCY

Sequence

https://www.twill.health/pregnancy
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company news Product NewsNew science

Customer news Partnership news Recognition

22 HIGHLIGHTS  
OF 2022

To learn more about Twill, visit twill.health

https://www.twill.health/
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